Keep Your Narcotics Safe and SecureEnsure drug control and tracking, comply with DEA
regulations, and prevent employee diversion!
Only MedixSafe Vanguard 2 gives you the ability to protect your
drugs from being stolen while alerting
you to narcotic access and inventory in
real time.
Narcotics theft today is rampant: as
much as $1.8 billion in narcotics are
stolen each year from cargo alone. That
doesn’t include narcotics pilfered from
fire trucks, ambulances, doctors’ and
veterinarians’ offices, urgent care units,
clinics, and hospitals.
That’s where the MedixSafe Vanguard 2
can help. Our triple security-plus
technology® with wireless connection
to your network and mobile devices enables you to monitor narcotics
access 24/7.

Triple Security+
The most secure systems and storage units have three forms of
authentication (see table). Safes, Cabinets, and Lockers with only single
verification leave the contents unsecure.




PIN numbers are easily hacked or stolen – often by just looking over
someone’s shoulder as they punch it in.
Fingerprints alone leave you vulnerable to employees who have
been fired or are otherwise no longer permitted to access narcotics
storage.
Cards and tokens are easily lost or stolen.

To open MedixSafe, you have the ability to require three forms of
authentication: a fingerprint (something you are), a PIN (something you
know), and a card (something you have).

MedixSafe Vanguard 2
Inventory Tracking
MedixSafe Vanguard 2 provides
tracking to log your narcotics
inventory for audit purposes.
Built-in software includes an
SQL server database or can be
easily integrated into your
existing SQL server. The system
automatically records and
documents
all
activity,
providing an accurate audit trail
for the DEA and other
authorities having jurisdiction.
A wireless upgrade is available
on each Vanguard 2 unit.
MedixSafe’s WiFi capability
enables easy integration of the
safe’s software with your
network. Network connection
lets you know in real time WHO
is removing WHAT medication
WHEN and WHERE.
The
MedixSafe
system
administrator can remotely
allow or deny access to any user
in any MedixSafe Vanguard 2
unit connected to the network.
Instant alerts can be set to
notify you when narcotics are
removed, the safe is tampered
with, and/or any other activity
occurs involving the safe - with
an automatic
message sent
to your mobile
phone or PC.*

For maximum security, you can use dual custody. That way, the MedixSafe
requires two people – and their fingerprints, PINs, and cards – to open the
safe.
*Additional software package required to support some applications.
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With the ability to check your fingerprint against up to 3,000 on file in one second, there’s no delay in
authorized personnel getting access to the medications they need.
Importantly, MedixSafe does not include a key override, which in other safes allows anyone with a key to
bypass electronic security measures. Not an option with MedixSafe.

A MedixSafe for Every Application and Facility
MedixSafe Vanguard offers a full line of narcotics safes, cabinets, and lockers to meet your needs - whether
you’re a medical facility stocking a large inventory of narcotics or an ambulance service that wants to keep
medicines from falling into the wrong hands.
Our security storage solutions range from a small 560 square inch locker that can easily be mounted onto a
wall or inside an ambulance or fire truck – to a large 25,200 square inch storage vault.
SERIES

MODELS

DIMENSIONS

MS: MedixSafe Small

MS2 Vanguard, MS2-HID Vanguard

7”H x 8”W x 10”D

M: MedixSafe

M2 Vanguard, M2-HID Vanguard

10”H x 8”W x 12”D

MX: MedixSafe XL

MX2 Vanguard, MX2-HID Vanguard

14”H x 12”W x 16”D

C: ClinixSafe

C2 Vanguard, C2-HID Vanguard

24”H x 18”W x 18”D

CW: ClinixSafe Wall Mount

CW2 Vanguard, CW2-HID Vanguard

24”H x 18”W x 12”D

S: StorageSafe

S2 Vanguard, S2-HID Vanguard

52.5“H x 40”W x 29 .5“D

Call MedixSafe Today for Greater Peace of Mind
MedixSafe protects your narcotics against theft like no other safe or cabinet can. And your investment in any
MedixSafe is protected by our 3-year warranty, which covers the cost of return shipping. For more information
on beefing up your drug security, call MedixSafe at 855-MEDIXSAFE (633-4972) today! Or visit: MedixSafe.com
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